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Abstract—The AXIOM project (Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O
Module) aims at researching new software/hardware architectures for the future Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). These
systems are expected to react in real-time, provide enough
computational power for the assigned tasks, consume the least
possible energy for such task (energy efficiency), scale up
through modularity, allow for an easy programmability across
performance scaling, and exploit at best existing standards at
minimal costs.
Current solutions for providing enough computational power
are mainly based on multi- or many-core architectures. For
example, some current research projects (such as ADEPT or PSOCRATES) are already investigating how to join efforts from
the High-Performance Computing (HPC) and the Embedded
Computing domains, which are both focused on high power
efficiency, while GPUs and new Dataflow platforms such as
Maxeler, or in general FPGAs, are claimed as the most energy
efficient.
We present the project’s initial approach, ideas and key
concepts, and describe the AXIOM preliminary architecture.
Our starting point uses power efficient multi-core nodes, such
as ARM cores and FPGA accelerators on the same die, as
in the Xilinx Zynq. We will work to provide an integrated
environment that supports programmability of the parallel,
interconnected nodes that form a CPS system, and evaluate
our ideas using demanding test application scenarios.
Keywords-Cyber-Physical Systems, Parallel Programming
Models, Smart Video Surveillance, Smart Living/Home

system-human. Moreover, through smart systems, the human
behavior daily routines are hopefully and simplified.
The AXIOM project (Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O Module)
aims at researching new hardware/software architectures for
CPSs in which the above expectations are possibly realized.
The project, started on February 2015, will span over 3
years. The coordination of the project is carried out by
the University of Siena (UNISI). UNISI also takes the
evaluation part of the project. Foundation for Research and
Technology - Hellas (FORTH) develops the interconnection
between boards. Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)
is responsible of the OmpSs [1] programming model and
software toolchain. Partner EVIDENCE takes the lead on the
development of the runtime systems. Partner SECO designs
and builds the prototype board. Partner HERTA Security provides the video-surveillance use case, and partner VIMAR
provides the smart-building use case.
The specific objectives of the AXIOM project are:
•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION AND P ROJECT O BJECTIVES
We are entering the Cyber-Physical age, in which both
objects and people will become nodes of the same digital
network for exchanging information. Therefore, the general expectation is that ”things” or systems will become
somewhat smart as people, allowing a rapid and close
interaction not only system-system, but also human-system,
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•
•

Realizing a small board that is flexible, energy efficient
and modularly scalable. We will use an ARM and
FPGA-based chip with custom high-speed interconnects to build the AXIOM prototype board.
Easy programmability of multi-core, multi-board,
FPGA node, with the OmpSs programming model,
and improved thread management and real-time support
from the operating system. The software will be OpenSource.
Easy interfacing with the Cyber-Physical world, based
on the Arduino shields [2], pluggable onto the board.
Contribute to standards, in the context of the Standardization Group for Embedded Systems (SGET) and
OpenMP.
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These are the expected impacts obtained from the AXIOM
project:
•

•

•

•

Platform interfacing with the physical world. The
AXIOM project intends to create a platform that enables the module designed to interact with the physical
world through compatibility with Arduino Shields [3].
Production platform. The AXIOM design is aimed to
become a hardware and software platform for large
scale production.
Development of autonomous technology. This technology may break the Embedded Systems energy efficiency and programmability barriers. The same set of
technologies are expected to represent the base for
future European industrial exploitation in the HPC and
Embedded Computing markets.
Provide the basis for a new European-level research
at the forefront of the development of extreme performance embedded system software and tools.
II. P ROJECT OVERVIEW

In the near future, we expect that CPSs will at least react
in real-time, provide enough computational power for the
assigned tasks, consume the least possible energy for such
task (energy efficiency), scale up through modularity, allow
for an easy programmability across performance scaling,
and exploit at best existing standards at minimal costs.
The whole set of these expectations impose scientific and
technological challenges that need to be properly addressed.
Towards this goal, the AXIOM project (Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O Module) aims at researching new
software/hardware architectures for CPSs to meet the
above expectations. Research will not be limited to only
one kind of technology, but it will start from power efficient
multi-cores, such as ARM cores and FPGA accelerators
on the same die as in the Xilinx Zynq. Moreover, the
AXIOM project will build on the consolidated expertise
of its consortium within the HPC domain to bring, also
in the CPSs domain, the simplicity and scalability of the
OpenMP framework, by extending the StarSs paradigm,
called OmpSs.
Regarding the easy programmability challenge, we observe that current toolchains for CPSs are too specific to
the selected domain, involving customized or expensive
Software Development Kits (SDKs). On the contrary, recent
examples such as the RaspberryPI or the UDOO (the latter
being funded by two partners of AXIOM, shown in Figure 1)
represent successful examples of eliminating the tedious
learning steps of customized SDKs and their associated
high costs, relying on totally open hardware designs and
open-source software. This has the potential to open the
development to a broader community not confined to experts
but also open to other end-users like the wider educational
sector and the ”Makers” community.

UDOO is Arduino-Compatible and features the stand
Arduino™ R3 layout (1.0 pinout). Thanks to this, UDOO
fully compatible with Arduino™ shield
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Figure 1. The UDOO development platform is an open hardware, low-cost
computer equipped with an ARM i.MX6 Freescale processor for Android
and Linux, alongside an Arduino Due ARM SAM3X. Both CPUs are
integrated on the same board.

For what concerns parallelism, several solutions have been
proposed during the last decades. However, a unanimous
consensus on the best solution has not been reached. The
AXIOM project will build on the consortium consolidated
expertise in the HPC domain to bring, also in the CPSs
domain, the simplicity and scalability of the OpenMP framework. In particular, we will focus on its extension to the
StarSs paradigm, called OmpSs.
Previous experimentation brought the UDOO as the first
world-wide board integrating a powerful quad-core ARM
(able to run both Linux and Android smoothly) and the
Arduino 2 interface, for an easy plug-and-play of a huge
number of sensors and actuators. The AXIOM project will
push further the idea of a general, modular, reusable single
module capable of providing further specialization through
the reconfigurability features of the FPGAs.
AXIOM-based CPSs will include classical connectivity
(e.g., Internet), but will also bring modularity to the next
level by allowing to build more compute intensive systems
through a low-cost scalable high-speed interconnect. The
latter will allow to build (or upgrade at a later moment)
flexible and low-cost systems with simplicity by re-using
the same basic (small) module without the need of costly
connectors and cables.
Moreover, AXIOM addresses pan-European needs and
problems, which requires collaboration at multinational level
so as to find and develop adequate solutions and test them.
More specifically, AXIOM aims at promoting the usage
of innovative software and hardware technologies, with a
specific focus on heterogeneous hardware accelerators on
FPGA plus custom interconnects for high speed board-toboard communication at low-cost and their integration, as a
mean to increase the competitiveness of the European industrial and academic worlds in the context of the worldwide
Embedded System research.
As we described in Section I, the AXIOM-based CPSs
will be evaluated with two applications from the videosurveillance and smart-building domains, presented in Section V.
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Figure 3. Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) on the AXIOM modular
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Energy efficiency of FPGAs (courtesy Altera corp.)


Zynq (Zynq is a chip-family, the chip can include
a dual

ARM Cortex-A9@1GHz, 4@6.25Gbps to 16@12.5Gbps
transceivers, low-power programmable logic from 28k to
444k logic cells + 240 to 3020 KB BRAM + 80 to 2020
18x25 DSP slices, PCI express, DDR3 memory controller, 2
USB, 2 Gbe, 2 CAN, 2SDIO, 2 UART, 2 SPI, 2 I2C, 4x32b
GPIO, security features, 2 ADC@12bit 1Msps). The rationale for the FPGA is that it can become the central hearth
of the board making possible to integrate all the features,
providing customized and reconfigurable acceleration of the
specific scenario where the board is deployed, providing the
necessary substrate for board-to-board communication.
The platform is ideally augmented with additional ARM
cores @ 32 bit; we choose to demonstrate and prototype
the 32-bit and we will consider – at project start – if
it will be possible to use a 64-bit ARM (currently only
Applied-Micro Xgene is providing some sample and also
announced by Xilinx in the next generation Zynq). We
considered the possibility of using an x86 core, but we think
that it could be more strategically for Europe to build on
the ARM processor, which will also bring us a completely
homogeneous platform and will enable further optimizations
in the software stack. For the board-to-board connection
our choice is integrating a standard-connector (e.g. SATA,
or PCIe) for low-cost reasons, possibly multiple-channel
(similar to the FORMIC board [5] developed by the FORTH
project partner).

B. The AXIOM Memory System
The AXIOM project will design and develop a reliable
and efficient mechanism inspired by the Distributed Shared

BSC in the HPC domain, bringing to CPSs - at any scale the simplicity and scalability of the OpmpSs framework on
top of low-cost[AXIOM]
commercial
(COTS) hardware.
- page [9] of [75]
- Part Boff-the-shelf
The DSM mechanism will be software and hardware
supported. OS-level mechanisms will guarantee best performance and lowest latency. The DSM mechanism will
be released as Open-Source software, and it is expected to
bring benefits to both the ICT and the embedded industries.
Moreover, we will investigate the possibility of integrating
features in the OS to allow a balancing of the work across
the basic modules through the high-speed interconnection.
Current solutions for work balancing across distributed systems, in fact, are expensive, too specific, or too difficult to
program (with paradigms such as MPI). All needed Linux
kernel drivers for accessing the interconnection media will
provide scalability and low latency, by implementing lockfree data structures.
Another relevant aspect will be the necessity of properly
managing actions in real-time. The project partner Evidence
SRL will provide its consolidated expertise to integrate realtime management in the infrastructure, having recently succeeded in integrating its real-time scheduler1 into the official
Linux kernel. In particular, Evidence SRL will realize a realtime Linux distribution for the reference platform, which
will be given to the rest of the consortium and possibly
released as Open-Source software.
C. Thread Management
The advent of multi-core processors in the purview of
computing solutions has brought up with more strenght
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCHED
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the problem of thread management on modern computing
systems. Moroever, the introduction of multi-core processors
has led to the need of managing the assignment of computational resources also from a space point of view. This
means that the scheduler should establish, not only the order
of execution and the time quantum per task, but also where
(i.e., on which core) execute the task. This aspect becomes
as more critical as the architecture of the platform grows in
complexity, configuring distributed computational resources
and memory hierarchies. However, since energy-efficiency
has emerged as a foreground requirement, thread management goals cannot be limited to the sole maximization of
performance.
Concerning reconfigurable hardware platforms based on
FPGA several works have proposed solutions to address
the problem of dynamic allocation of tasks to generalpurpose multi-core processors [6], or reconfigurable logic
(hardware kernels) [7]. However, such approaches have been
successfully explored only on single and multi-core superscalar architectures, so far. In recent systems, the large
adoption of many-cores accelerators has worsen the problem, introducing synchronization issues also among different
types of computing elements. Research activity has been
always active in this specific context, providing solutions
that attempt to efficiently solve the synchronization problem.
A more general scheduling unit must be used to efficiently
exploit workload distribution, not only among CPU cores,
but also on the specific accelerators.
The challenging point in the project will be the study,
design and implementation of mechanisms and policies of
thread management, which would lead to an optimal exploitation of the hardware resources at run-time, considering
the distribution of the platform on multiple boards. The challenge presents itself at two levels: (1) when considering the
system level, all the available resources and the healthiness
of the whole system must be considered by the managing
component; (2) at low-level the fine-grain threads coming
from the adoption of the dataflow execution model must be
distributed across the computing elements (CPUs, FPGAs).
This means to understand at run-time what is the best
resource assignment (scheduling/mapping on CPU or reconfigurable HW) to a task (or thread), according to multiple
goals (e.g., performance/QoS, power consumption minimization, thermal hotspots). The policies should operate
effectively both in a single application and a mixed workload
scenario. The scheduler will be further extended to enable it
distributing fine-grain threads across the different computing
elements. To not limit the performance of the system and
to avoid the introduction of bottlenecks, the Low-Level
Thread Scheduler (LLTS) will be accelerated in hardware,
by mapping its structure in the FPGA cards composing
the evaluation platform. To this extent, we are extending
previous research prototypes [8] [9] [10] [11] and leveraging
dataflow based execution models [12] [13].

Standard high-speed and low-latency interconnections
(e.g., PCIe 3.0) may provide enough bandwidth to not
become the bottleneck of the evaluation platform. Innovative
scheduling algorithms will be investigated and integrated in
the LLTS, taking into consideration different metrics (e.g.,
performance, power consumption). The expected final result
is, first of all, a competitive benefit in terms of modular
scalability of the platform
D. High-Speed Boards Interconnection
Current systems are typically isolated and the only way
to build larger systems is to re-design a new system from
scratch by adding more resources (e.g., more cores, more
memory, etc.). The AXIOM project will bring scalability/extensibility (i.e., ”modularity”) to CPSs. To achieve this
result, we will provide easy programmability, not limited
only to the single module but also for the larger systems
consisting of several modules tightly interconnected. To
enable the modularity AXIOM aims to convoy high speed
communication into cheap way to interconnect.
Based on the consortium accumulated experience, AXIOM will investigate advanced interconnect structures for
efficient (in terms of speed and power/energy) communication, and the proper acceleration support for the OmpSs
programming model. The innovation is to optimize and
customize the networking logic so as to achieve efficient and
fast communication among boards, leading to more effective
systems and faster applications.
Towards a fast and inexpensive board-to-board interconnection, AXIOM will leverage the Formic experience [5]
that utilized relatively cheap SATA connector for interconnecting multiple boards and enable MPI computations.
In AXIOM, the Network Interface will have to efficiently
implement a (distributed) Shared Memory model with support from the programming model (OmpSs), the Operating
System, and the Runtime.
Project partner FORTH will develop the interconnect logic
and interfaces. The interconnect will provide acceleration
functions for common uses of the applications, the Operating
System and the Programming model, so as to achieve more
effective program execution. Finally, the interconnect logic
will make possible the seamless interconnection of systems
spanning multiple boards.
E. The Prototype Board
Heterogeneous computing is a challenge that involves
distributing computational tasks between different devices,
even between different processor architectures. This is typically a need that arises in applications where there are
many different tasks to execute in parallel, by using the
market-available architectures; each with its advantages and
disadvantages. A common way to overcome the limitations
of a specific processor is to realize boards where the main
core is interfaced to a programmable device (FPGA or
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CPLD). This approach is able to satisfy project requirements
with different CPU types. FPGAs have been widely used in
partner SECO’s projects along the years for this purpose.
This know-how has been recently used to develop a solution
like UDOO, which merges the potential of a scalable multicore ARM Cortex-A9 architecture (i.MX6 processor) with
the flexibility of a FPGA based solution.
AXIOM aims to enhance such a concept, realizing not
only a single heterogeneous computing module, but also
a modular solution. Moreover, AXIOM aims to realize a
single board computer with the main characteristics listed in
Section III.A.Those basic characteristics should be enough
to ensure:
1) Flexibility in I/O management, which can be totally
managed by FPGA.
2) Flexibility in software, since the standard devices embedded in the module allows using pre-existing software, both commercial and open-source.
3) Modularity using the high speed interface for communication between modules on a computer cluster.
This will allow to easily building a High-Performance
Embedded Computing solution, tailored on the specific
computational needs.
4) Power efficiency, where single sections of the module
can be disabled when they are not used.
5) Real Time computing.
6) Ease of programming, by using standard development
environments.
7) Cost Efficiency.
Such a solution can be efficiently used in many different
applications, from Smart-buildings (where one or more
modules can be used to collect and manage, even from a
distance using Internet, the data coming from many different
devices used in common home living) to video-surveillance,
where huge streams of video data require real-time.
IV. T HE AXIOM P ROGRAMMING M ODEL
AXIOM will leverage OmpSs, a task dataflow programming model that includes heterogeneous execution support
as well as data and task dependency management [1] and
has significantly influenced the recently appeared OpenMP
4.0 specification.
One of the goals of OmpSs is to incorporate the programmability of SMP systems to heterogeneous systems
composed of non-shared memory subsystems by keeping
track of where in the whole memory system has stored the
most-recent version of every data and moving it to where it
would be needed transparently to the programmer. To do so,
OmpSs provides an initial team of threads as specified by
the user upon starting the application. These threads execute
tasks that are generated as the application executes. Tasks
are defined as portions of code enclosed in the task directive,
or as user-defined functions, also annotated as tasks. A task
is created when the code reaches the task construct, or a

Figure 4. General view of OmpSs@FPGA and OmpSs@Cluster execution
context

call is made to a function annotated as a task. The task
construct allows to specify, among others, the clauses in,
out and inout. The information provided is used to derive
dependencies among tasks at runtime, and schedule/fire a
task. Tasks are fired when their inputs are ready and their
outputs can be generated.
OmpSs is based on two main components: i) The Mercurium compiler gets C/C++ and FORTRAN code, annotated with the task directives presented above, and transforms the sequential code into parallel code with calls to
the Nanos++ runtime system; and ii) The Nanos++ runtime
system gets the information generated by the compiler about
the parallel tasks to be run, manages the task dependences
and schedules them on the available resources, when those
tasks are ready. Nanos++ supports the execution of tasks in
remote nodes, and heterogeneous accelerators.
The AXIOM project will investigate and implement the
OmpSs programming model integrating different communication technologies. Intra-node, OmpSs@FPGA will easy
the FPGA acceleration. Inter-node, two different approaches
will be explored: OmpSs@cluster and DSM.
Figure 4 shows the overall view of OmpSs@FPGA and
OmpSs@cluster execution context in a multi-board system. Each FPGA-based node will be addressed by the
OmpSs@FPGA suport meanwhile the OmpSs@cluster will
help to transparently program all the multi-node system.
Figure 3 shows the overall view of a DSM system where
OmpSs@FPGA would have the same intra-node influence
and OmpSs@cluster will appear like a single intra-node
OmpSs running over a transparent DSM system.
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A. OmpSs@Cluster over OmpSs@FPGA
OmpSs@cluster is the OmpSs flavor that provides support
for a single address space over a cluster of SMP nodes
with accelerators. In this environment, the Nanos++ runtime
system supports a master-worker execution scheme. One of
the nodes of the cluster acts as the master node, where the
application starts. In the rest of nodes where the application
is executed, worker processes just wait for work to be
provided by the master. OmpSs@FPGA, on the other hand,
provides support for compilation and execution from source
code written in C/C++ to ARM binary and FPGA bitstream
for Zynq generating the communication infrastructure that
allows the master core to send work to the FPGA resources
and obtain back the computation results that will start
subsequent tasks.
In both environments, the data copies generated either
by the in, out, inout task clauses are executed over the
connections across nodes or intra-node with the FPGA, to
bring the data to the appropriated resource where the tasks
are to be executed.
Three components are key for the integration of these
two OmpSs flavors; the scheduler, the data cache and the
data directory. When a task is ready the scheduler will
take care of deciding where this task should be executed
(a local thread, a local FPGA or a remote node) depending
on resource availability and efficiency. Once decided, the
data cache component manages the operations needed at the
master node to transfer data to and from worker memories.
The data directory is used to maintain the coherence of
the memory. It contains the information of where the last
produced values of a memory reference are located so
the system can determine which transfer operations must
perform to execute a task in any resource of the system.
B. OmpSs on DSM-like systems
DSM is a well-known research topic, and it can be
implemented either at software or at hardware level (with
a full range of hybrid approaches). Some attempts for
creating Software DSM implementations for Linux have
been carried out during the last decades. Examples are
Treadmarks (TMK), JIAJIA [14], Omni/SCASH [15], [16],
Jump [17], [18], Parade [19], [20], NanosDSM [21]. Some
of these projects only supported very specific hardware, and
none of them has been maintained during the last decade.
We will work on the design and development of a proper,
reliable and efficient mechanism to implement a DSM-like
paradigm integrated in the Linux OS. The mechanism will
run on the reference platform. It will allow to leverage the
simplicity and scalability of the OmpSs framework on top
of the AXIOM platform. It will be released as Open-Source
software, and it is expected to bring benefits to both the ICT
and the embedded industries.

Figure 5. Video-surveillance is a multidisciplinary field related to computer
vision, pattern recognition, signal processing, communication, embedded
computing and image sensors.

C. Operating System Support
The operating system that we choose is Linux, for a
greater flexibility and its Open-Source nature. We are investigating the possibility of integrating features in the OS
to allow a balancing of the work across the basic modules
through the high-speed interconnection. Current solutions
for work balancing across distributed systems are expensive,
too specific, or too difficult to program (with paradigms such
as MPI).
Particular attention will be given to scalability and latency
issues, by implementing lock-free data structures. Another
relevant aspect will be the necessity of properly managing
events in real-time.
The OS scheduler will be extended to enable it distributing
threads across the different computing elements. The lowlevel thread scheduler (LLTS [11]) will be accelerated in
hardware, by mapping its structure in the FPGA cards
composing the evaluation platform. This will avoid bottlenecks from the scheduler, thus increasing the performance
of parallel applications.
V. A PPLICATION D OMAINS
The AXIOM project will use two real life application
domains as test cases, namely Video-surveillance and Smarthome. They will operate as benchmarks for assessing the
potentialities and the limits of the proposed architecture. The
two application domains have been chosen for the different
kind of challenges to process capabilities they pose.
A. Video surveillance
Intelligent multi-camera video surveillance (an excerpt
is shown in Figure 5) is a multidisciplinary field related
to computer vision, pattern recognition, signal processing,
communication, embedded computing and image sensors.
Video surveillance has a wide variety of applications both in
public and private environments, such as homeland security,
crime prevention, traffic control, accident prediction and
detection, and monitoring patients, elderly and children at
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home. These applications require monitoring indoor and outdoor scenes of airports, train stations, highways, parking lots,
stores, shopping malls and offices. There is an increasing
interest in video surveillance due to the growing availability
of cheap sensors and processors, and also a growing need
for safety and security from the public. Nowadays there are
tens of thousands of cameras in a city collecting a huge
amount of data on a daily basis.
The main challenge is to efficiently extract useful information from a huge amount of videos collected by surveillance
cameras by automatically detecting, tracking and recognizing objects of interest, and understanding and analyzing their
activities. The view of a single camera is finite and limited
by scene structures. In order to monitor a wide area, such
as tracking a vehicle traveling through the road network
of a city or analyzing the global activities happening in a
large train station, video streams from multiple cameras have
to be used. Many intelligent multi-camera video surveillance systems have been developed [22] [23] [24] since by
employing distributed camera networks video surveillance
systems substantially extend their capabilities and improve
their robustness through data fusion and cooperative sensing.
With multi-camera surveillance systems, activities in wide
areas are analyzed; the accuracy and robustness of object
tracking are improved by fusing data from multiple camera
views, and one camera handovers objects to another camera
to realize tracking over long distances without break.
However, as the sizes and complexities of camera networks fast increase, there are higher requirements on
the robustness, reliability, scalability, transferability, selfadaptability of intelligent multi-camera video surveillance
systems. While most conventional surveillance systems assume one directional information flow, recent studies show
that different modules actually can support each other
For example, activity modeling can improve inter-camera
tracking and multi-camera tracking provides information for
camera calibration and inference of the topology of camera
views. Jointly solving some of these problems not only
improves the robust and accuracy but also reduces human
intervention.
B. Smart-home
A Smart Home is a home-like environment that possesses
ambient intelligence and automatic control, which allow it to
respond to the behavior of residents and provide them with
various facilities. Moreover, Smart-Home scenarios include
new emergent behavior and unpredictable challenges and
opportunities (Smart Living): we aim at providing humans
with the adequate tools for managing them properly, in order
to get the most from this new enabling technologies.
The standard approach for building smart homes is to
computerize them. A set of sensors gather different types
of data, regarding the residents and utility consumption of
the home. Computers or devices with computing power (e.g.:

micro-controllers) analyze these data to identify actions of
residents or events. They then respond to these actions and
events by controlling certain mechanisms that are built in
to the home. A simple example for such smart behavior is
turning the lights on when a person enters a room or taking
care of electric consumption.
Smart homes have been researched for nearly a couple
of decades. The pioneering work in this area is the ”Smart
Rooms” implemented by the MIT Media Lab [25]. Thereafter, several researches have investigated this topic with a
wide range of prospective applications. Apart from a special
type of smart homes which can help the occupants to reduce
the energy consumption of the house by monitoring and
controlling of the devices and rescheduling their operating
time according to the energy demand and supply; at the
current state, there are many types of smart homes with
three major application categories [26].
The first category aims at providing services to the
residents by detecting and recognizing their actions or by
detecting their health conditions. Such smart homes act
as information collectors to support the wellbeing of the
residents of the home. The second category of smart homes
aims at storing and retrieving of multi-media captured within
the smart home, in different levels from different kind of
sensors. One might argue that the issue of privacy of such
type of information collection, but it will be a matter of
acceptance in to one’s lifestyle with time. The third category
is surveillance, where the data captured in the environment
are processed to obtain information that can help to raise
alarms, in order to protect the home and the residents from
burglaries, theft and natural disasters like flood etc.
A few researches attempted to combine these functions
into smart homes. With recent advances in electronics and
computing, sensing technologies and computing power required to implement a smart home is now available in
small sizes, low prices and energy efficiency. However,
providing the ambient intelligence that is required to make
decisions for smart behavior is still a challenging task. This
is especially true when that aim is not just reinforcing
and making more reliable the current patterns of human
behaviors but the envisioning new form of behavior enabled
by the potentialities of CPSs.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented the AXIOM initial approach,
ideas and key concepts along with its preliminary architecture. Within our starting point we use power efficient multicore nodes, such as ARM cores and FPGA accelerators
on the same die, as in the Xilinx Zynq. As future work,
we will provide an integrated environment that supports
programmability of the parallel, interconnected nodes that
form a CPS system, and evaluate our ideas using demanding
test application scenarios from the Smart Video Surveillance
and Smart Living/Home domains.
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Finally, we believe that AXIOM addresses the ultimate
need for integrating in the competent and motivated organizations from all over Europe able to contribute with new
research ideas and to lead competitive projects in a variety
of fields (e.g., Architecture Development, Interconnects,
Reconfigurable computing, Programming Models, Videosurveillance, Home-Automation). Also, AXIOM supports
and reinforces the collaboration among European companies
and universities by supporting the establishment of new and
strengthening the operation of existing networks.
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